
Dentons Data a trusted advisor to clients for all things digital
Dentons Data provides a one-stop shop for organizations: sophisticated legal advice + best-in-class 
process management + IT forensics and procurement capabilities. 
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Data Breach Prevention & 
Incident Management Solution

• Proactively guide companies through selection 
of integrated breach response partners

• Suite of deliverables, including sector-specific  
tabletop exercises, privilege protocols, policies, 
checklists, etc.

• Execute breach response plan with  
privilege playbook

• Investigation management, litigation strategy 
and readiness assessment

Integrated Compliance 
Blueprint Solution

• Global analysis of legal requirements for privacy, 
(including GDPR, PIPEDA, and industry codes  
of conduct), cybersecurity, competition, financial 
regulations, open banking, etc. 

• Assessment of organizational resiliency  
to regulatory change

• Assessment of existing policies, processes,  
and programs

Comprehensive Data Strategy 
Review Solution

• Facilitate data management maturity, allowing 
companies to leverage data as a strategic asset

• Identify legal, financial, and operational risks  
and corrective actions

• Development of comprehensive data strategy 
roadmap, with timelines and deliverables

Digital  
Transformation

• Align existing governance, structures,  
and processes with future state digitization 

• Identify impediments to digital transformation

• Enrichment and protection of data assets, 
including IP protection

Process  
Optimization

• Evaluate data and digital asset management 
against roadmap

• Review processes from a legal and business 
perspective to manage cost, increase efficiency, 
and true up against regulatory change

• Pressure-test existing processes

Digital Ecosystem  
Build

• Advise on sourcing and logistics issues regarding 
IT systems and vendors (e.g., outsourcing,  
cloud migration, etc.)

• Negotiate contracts for IT products and services

• Ongoing, proactive contract  
management services
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Dentons Data answers your needs 

Key contact

For a copy of our client toolkit please contact Kirsten Thompson.

Data is core to your business; you use it to generate insights about your  
customers and the marketplace, to position yourself ahead of your  
competitors, and to drive revenue. 

As organizations escalate their use of sophisticated technologies, migrate  
to the cloud, and rely more and more on third party vendors that have access  
to their systems, their data, or both, digital resiliency becomes increasingly  
important – and increasingly challenging.

Being digitally resilient means your organization is well-placed to adopt new systems 
and processes, ensuring continued competitiveness and business survival. It also 
means you must be able to protect your data assets, and to recover, rebound and 
move forward if things go wrong. 

Organizations are being overwhelmed by their multiplying data compliance 
obligations, their increased resource commitments to manage data, their lack of a 
coordinated data strategy to guide their efforts, their legacy infrastructure and their 
lack of preparedness for any significant data incident. 

Your challenge
Dentons Data suite of services is the first of is kind in Canada. These services 
are fixed-fee, project-based solutions to common data-related problems. We 
built upon over 20 years of experience to create client-focused solutions that 
solve problems and deliver budget certainty. Our Dentons Data solutions solve 
problems—data retention issues, lack of cybersecurity readiness, privacy and CASL 
errors, compliance headaches, data governance challenges, uneven IP protection, 
uncoordinated breach response, lack of Board education and governance, and a 
host of other issues. 

Dentons Data can also work with your business to create, develop and implement a 
longer term data strategy. We help you manage risk as part of strategic planning and 
execution, not apart from them.

With your data challenges solved, you’ll be better able to anticipate change, be more 
agile and more adept at identifying and pursuing opportunities to enhance your 
business strategy and long-term growth plans. 

Our solution


